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despite the fact that the album is not exactly like a concept album, it still follows the album trend, with most
songs being interlinked, especially the two first singles. the album follows the themes of love, and the first song,
love bomb, has a very cheesy feel. second song, shoujo, shows us some of the dark side of love (he asks her to
continue with the relationship) and the album ends with love is the final chapter. love bomb and love is the final
chapter are very similar in tone and have a bit of a different feel than the other songs on the album. love bomb
shows us that arashi is getting better and better with their new songs, which is good because i think that they

have been somewhat stagnant in their releases for quite a while now. love is the final chapter is a good close to
the album. its catchy and upbeat, and will get the fans excited. and i guess the next album will be the final

chapter as well. overall, i am a bit disappointed with the album. i expected something really different with the first
two singles and i think that they could have done something a bit more unique and keep the fans guessing.
instead, they have released something that i can say that i expected a bit more from, and that is a bit of a

disappointment. the album had some good songs but some of them are not as catchy as they could have been. i
am going to try to listen to the album again, to see if i can change my mind, because i love the first two singles,

but as for now, i am not satisfied. but i still think that the album is good, and i can see myself listening to it again.
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Seriously, this album hits the home run. It makes sense on a whole. The album starts with a bang, and then
follows that up with a very emotional and gorgeous ballad. Arashi Time then follows, and just like that youre

crying your eyes out. Then youre saying to yourself, I love Arashi Time. And youre singing it and youre humming
it to yourself in your car as youre commuting home and feeling all happy and thankful. I always wondered why

the song Dont Even Live It Too Has Become, can be played all the way at home and in my car but it was not
allowed on television or radio. If only it wasnt our favourite song, then I could forgive them for not including it on
the album. I just cant stand, that. This album isnt a compilation album, its not even a greatest hits album. It is a
compilation of songs, a bunch of songs and nothing more. And it isnt a set of best songs that you dont have to

replay again or again. It is simply a compilation, a record of what Arashi chose to release. And what it chooses to
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release makes it an album. Earlier, i mentioned that some of the singles are a little out of place. Kari To Ki To Ki
was written by Jun for Arashis LAMB album and thats probably because they just didnt have enough songs for the

album, hence, they included it. I wrote about this in an earlier post. When they started writing for their 2017
album, Arashi had a plan: to move from the Kari To Ki Ki song to Love. And Love was the result. An absolute

classic. 5ec8ef588b
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